802.16 TGp Agenda - Session #75
September 19 - 22, 2011, Bangkok, Thailand

Monday (Lotus Suite 10)
- Call to Order
- Introductions
- IPR slides and statements
- Attendance: http://attendance.wirelessman.org
- Meeting Rooms and Logistics
  - 8:00 AM starts every day, same room (Lotus Suite 10)
- Opening Report (802.16p-11/0026)
- Discuss and approve Agenda
- Approve Minutes (802.16p-11/0018) from Session #74
- SRD Database (802.16p-11/0025) Comment Resolution

Tuesday (Lotus Suite 10)
- Rev3 AWD Database (802.16p-11/0023) Comment Resolution
  - 4-hour rule in effect for all contributions, no exceptions.
  - One deferral allowed if harmonizing with other contributions.

Tuesday Evening Session (Lotus Suite 10)
- TBD

Wednesday (Lotus Suite 10)
- 16.1 AWD Database (802.16p-11/0024) Comment Resolution

Thursday (Lotus Suite 10)
- Comment Resolution on Deferred Comments
- Closing:
  - Letter Ballot discussion
  - Motions for WG
  - Other Business